
existence thirteen,
peter ganick,

that, in range for met-with
summa-comparison dealt
viewfinder omit parry glass
oceans to sizing cesium photo
softly prelude foom glance
indelible than sardonic lesson,
core therein oregano leisure
plasticity memoranda, on 
copiously the factored motion 
on demand for largely in pout 
collective salaam forgone 
therefore one slider thinking 
to abbreviate in a dash the 
consultation moved into once 



grasped and left to ongoing
meow, crackle on braille 
fiction moorings wildly 
pretend one voice left 
nowhere to shade while 
parading each name from the 
shriveled pound on a matrix's 
abolishing somehow each lest 
the moon cry out in salt and 
pestle fortunate the 
appearance left to siphon 
elsewhere, there, doffed on 
stopping lecterns, is not 
package from alignment to 
refer onvoid the patterned 
with supremacy left to bruise 
once a dangerous lie-down 



goes forward into elastic 
lactating, normal either 
within or without so 
mannerist weighty inveighed 
where licenses edify attacata 
once the ceiling kisses fluidity 
so nature the dadaist knock-
down, lemming within a 
cloud, precisely that, naming 
a cleft broom resistance 
though to the blotter of 
sandstorms, one assumes 
hardly a prevalence of temper 
and grievance leans through 
sundry pollutions refused on 
loaf of selection fragments 
would singularize, is 



presuming, is the clarion 
bulleltin barometer, ceased 
from a greeting, yes, thickly 
adorned, on pounces thought 
out of the bag skeet pummel 
from agitprop cellulose, 
naming blankly therein forest 
theory oceanic through a 
damage of also proteges 
tuning attendant recursivities, 
as narrated fragrant in 
precluding somersaults, the 
diamonds grotesque in 
dependance, nevertheless one 
blatant for migrating so else 
over a shape to believe, a 
dancing email, washed up at 



creek's edge, the nearly 
abundant, one feral to absolve 
otherwise attenuates lowly the 
practice named from grit, 
harbor to exchequers 
eternally, as absolutely the 
frame of gift-mouths organon 
bluette with simulacra those 
iterated from glances 
windowless rooms vaunt lest 
they play, contractually itself, 
once blotted in vouchsafed 
dose, there memorization 
scorpions' volutes disclaim 
returnable mercenaries, the 
seldom scene hardly watch-
proof, ne'er-do-well in fabric 



sarcasms, tending to evidence 
one opaque portion 
meandering somewhere 
eleison could note in seconds, 
heat's potentate fringed if the 
paradigm welds dwellers to 
piety's calumny, cold vestige 
for masseur's image not to 
scarf foment the shard, 
enabling with sumerian 
closure what blast on foible 
those roadless epochs open to 
classical tensions, standardize 
teflon bureaucrats, the loft of 
singulated persistence 
wandering where siphoned 
matrices nearby to the 



situation clear up send-offs in 
a dangerous lens from 
accenture blotted under a 
roaming truck, melodic aye 
sovereign pale light on vector, 
muses erin go bragh, the silica 
slate with noisome targeting 
does nasturtium brocades, 
those officious not literally, 
pumice waiting from licenses 
remotely a parapet vigilance 
those unearthed at mermaid 
embraced iffiness, a wallop in 
vroom tactic neithers the 
aporias shoddy, unruly 
opaque and miraculous, 
details one coherent affadavit 



weirdly promised faces until 
dramatic personages listen, 
gain distance the qualifiers 
those portions emaciating lift-
mouths, vestiges where to 
blame deigns voiceover in 
levels unrecognized before, 
empty activity, stripe 
downtown backgrounds timid 
no lag-tidy verbal minuses, the 
thought of eras boundless in 
mortising the carousels define 
than of blank sieves therefore 
one in migrants, talons widely 
dispersed gasoline, themes 
otherwise salute bolstering 
seizure of appease natural 



rhythms, doff extant 
melodrama, the blank meme 
with veins of radon clientage 
nubs in thesaurus velcro, 
swimmingly the blatant 
iffiness rent to a stampede in, 
cue-capuchin maturity shared 
out of cwrth and rebec, mute 
furrows demonstrate where 
with a surreal (none to repeat) 
action grow, liaison to meld 
kibble thinking, sadly 
optimistic railing ghost 
paradigms there truncheon 
tomorrow, maimed call foof-
genera, that is denser owl 
protean thinly smile, derives 



those of form internal drift 
regalia to praxis motion in 
fragments, all regroup, self-
indebtedness, one lessening to 
tiara, mighty impulse tutorial 
thinking so lateral, 
prevaricating some lancet with 
epidermal sleeve, the abated 
moving gist of the barnacle 
met beadwork their fortitude 
solemn ragamuffin throatless 
understanding weathering so 
evening coldly not gesture 
theoretical to escape once a 
dauphin its migraine 
imagined from effervescing on 
presence those to ramify, 



resisting no lariat bluntly 
greatness of seizure thought 
formed urns ondine the 
rhetorical place-marker, added 
for chocolate, as usual 
agendas from the chanticleer 
unruly attenuating fists on 
checkpoint passage, issuing a 
combined-in-reflection relata, 
one on step-van, other 
whimpering the stroke of 
midnight void-mandala, 
iterating assignations off-shore 
conducive tonation refusal to 
rudely faceless affetuoso 
mirages while the condenser 
bludgeons violets, 



hermeneutic igloos, bullets 
with saffron reservoirs of 
dopamine, seldom self-
fending, the rein of 
ingredient-sheparding untidy 
roulette wharfs, a cortical 
definition, before beowulf, 
conducts in yonder wond'rous 
tinsel, astonished forming 
while adore to porridge 
somewhat is, nearby, negate 
toggles of estrange the fire out 
of chariot topiaries, renames 
affections for maiden's pool-
like eyes, enough generality 
referring sonata multiples 
with as the final transit, pax 



derivatives lie down with 
shape-shifters there for atomic 
bleeders, a wound feral to eco-
stasis roundels, tangibly 
replaces, what doon cravat 
impasto er asleep on the 
bandoleer mightiness one 
wallop thinking settler's 
bloom, as up for grabs oeuvre, 
somatic willow parachutists 
never longtime fiat 
flamboyance reifies the 
containment one so solid, 
floating imbeciles trashed in a 
duress london-literature 
circulation magnets widen 
something once prosaic, 



nevertheless, a dramatic 
olfactory bungalow raves at a 
cringe vocabulary, one point 
above zest so nearly thought 
in the regulation of amicable 
structures, conceptual, as 
llamas ontologically wane, if 
in the dramaturgical sluice 
related to location and 
oddness, a stray petalist means 
its eons widen with assurances 
told eroding shrapnel's 
effecting attention frames in 
descriptive language, 
dictatorial tantalus, rear-guard 
flexion buddies up viewpoint 
to philosophy, a sawtooth 



voice nimble fringe of 
epidermal slipcover, tarrying 
so rafter on selfdom, the 
asana only this night, tonight 
for the moment, called as 
such, revue that the remedy 
alright in one motel frantic to 
answer telephones at banquet 
milliards the trouble with 
sameness-sameness, a faith-
weaning mercy roves hallways 
to ditto matrices once on high 
tulips, shed the referee 
preventable is as meaning's 
curiosity, lone to ghat, 
omission where a fledgling 
repays notions seeded after 



winning, (some lacy word-
ship), what is winning? as is 
tottering waterfallen falafel 
crux, bottled moisture as 
dormitory out to lunch mind-
style, the serum amniotic 
clash, portentous to meander 
with the fray, either willowy 
pixilated one-light towing the 
stretto, vulgate wholly mirror-
accomplices tending the home 
fields, what is word-swagger? 
as in governance gone and 
still here, similarly peevish 
while dances adore terse 
poetries, navel to refer insular 
togetherness, simulacra 



aspiration for maims 
tentatively some eternity 
unbounded tinsel tangerine, 
names refugees licensees 
demure oceans, on the 
traversal of er nightlife, the 
cajoled minutiae trash out in 
part seizing a suppertime 
suzerainty, deft those trailers 
budding weighty fracases in 
drachmae the stadia no longer 
melancholy travel, a candle of 
trust ignites suddenness, 
assures the consonance of as  
derives with each lettered 
glyph, sic, willingly prehensile, 
apposite the voluntary 



elongation, no martial 
evidence to contraries of the 
unfurling fold in reality's 
apparition, some the transom 
voluble transistor tangles 
those reticular imbalances 
name nowhere else for drafts 
on the tally, rules othering 
attuned symphonies, yammers 
a tunnel of pandemonium, 
the sunscreen vacillates once 
languishing to ebb, 
abbreviated, none of the 
absolve there in the dossier of 
the clavés, leaching 
attendance from downtown 
mirrors, buildings with 



doorways held between knotty 
pile-drivers, some specialty of 
erasure closes uptown-
downtown connectors nested 
on fold-essent bloopers, thistle 
ravishes addresses, lots on the 
industrial cohesion merit 
greatly from one appears on 
rooftop sparring with an item 
indicating gift-waivers, 
deterrent waiting for a tense 
facet of midnight to pass 
through, soberly, co-intelligent 
reader, waif on therefore 
tolerant ceiling, cartouches' 
weight 'fessing blustery 
partition, lest migrations 



euthenase one cell-block per 
site, regulates on the 
affirmative eleison marring 
wildflower panache, the 
trophy fang, mutilation for 
tranquillity some therein rope-
snake dampening severance, 
last knit-work moves thrice-
polled thinly-deemed once 
emptied, house call demure 
vanitas the routine orchestra 
on state-one, networks leased 
from cow-farms, devoted to 
comparison often settlements 
in airplane damages, once the 
rideaux so vigilant within a 
presentation mercifully 



aporiac to the nth omission, 
that seizes the epochal in 
cords of itselves'  multiformal 
remnant, blank itemization 
wiles of the gradient 
camouflage, attrition from 
gallantry separates without 
essence to report, anonymous 
claimants (each to ever), 
dance foregone conclusions a 
renault in every driveway, 
hoops revert dimensionally 
there triad shafts un-earring, 
hardly there, insister of the 
malaguena-resistance, 
diasporas numberless, one for 
integral leaching of temerity 



heeding soapbox countdowns, 
tempered by slickness, 
newtonian entity flaring an 
epistrophy less sultan the 
moot-vinyl, gaga-poot for 
mighty shelves, chevroned to 
pallor insisting mri's while 
enrolled habits built-in for 
thematic surveillance, tense 
negative light overtakes arrows 
impacting dextrose calipers, 
enunciation of emptiness 
waits those send-offs named 
in newspapers, an avalanche, 
an advance on ten billion 
exchanges between forests 
once wide, language willing 



the expulsion of buttes in 
semplice for a palaver-
indicated temblor, one softens 
the light (however impossibly 
corrosive an alignment, wood 
to enervate), the inner light 
wails through assembled 
offers, nouns intending verbs, 
how else worldviews contain 
expiation more festooned 
with strongholds energetic to 
dramatize, aloe on the mesa, 
as if, and under whiplash 
conditori with the betterment 
of music revealing revels on 
bias lodes unfurling a sunday-
cloud one deems elastic 



borderline, as matriarchal 
those to echo, nebbishes 
revolve at density's pleasure, 
tendril whiff on the 
meritology pub-house for the 
unfearsome, clients with post-
haste volunteers that reduce a 
flammarion theory, the 
escarpment meaning weighty 
from adornment, noetic 
science dermatologic and 
bustling, a renard in each 
driveway, bullied from 
parquet floors comatose 
regulatory organizers, so 
leafing through seitan-topoi in 
versification, knobs on ripple, 



urgent fuses in basement, 
hardly poetry serrated those 
either some borrowed these 
intentionally abacus-to-the-
referee, some otherness-driven 
shares rubric on rapport if 
illbience stolid dramatic 
personae titillation meaning 
for the agonists infuriated to 
extradite witless anagrams, the 
contretemps viable and 
visionary, that in that the 
remote erlebnis attending 
insular tactilities narrated 
foom granite stradivarius 
narcosis, deaf on arrival, no 
one hoards the 



commencement invertase to 
abruptle voice roiling barter 
from and to settles iteration-
free qualifiers, disallowed, 
foresting in a totally-
newtonian space, the revs on 
pileated as filly brood-mare 
those tomorrows negotiated 
facilely those of bridle path 
summershines the windy trail 
with satyrs on every corner, 
emotional requeuing so 
laddered out of cling, oppress 
toll renga as ransom for pillow 
traffic, therein sparring sitcom 
voiceovers, synch moorings 
delicacy fortressing sooner 



than later, the embellishment 
once one's deft hogwash, 
pitted wuss on crawfish-shelve, 
there tensilar for everyone 
witching hovercraft lean-tos 
pounced on by melodic 
trouncees, defensible that 
corrects anothered 
insurrection gathering stutter-
boat, unruly contusion ticket 
remedial invoice lettrist 
evidence, the swarth 
implacable, noon heigh-ho 
bulletins from harvest 
mobility the trees wrought a 
fable effort in hideous 
triviality renouncers of 



destiny, praline, free freezer-
cling batteries, nounal bought-
sold karmas indescribable 
theory so hearten to word in 
vroom tactics, the net of herd-
behavior entitling items 
trammel floorwalker boat-
shoes in hand dispersing 
referents, thinks the 
ecclesiastic imperatrice 
gravitates, liens absolutist 
willow deaf-tones, in non-
verbal tracheas, a formidable 
invention's copied 
nasturtiums, lender on 
plough-shares the convivial 
nature of a bleating clown, 



cypher tattersal mindful of 
state edge-ceremonials, 
vegetate whimsical 
astonishment on clarity's 
parasol, deeded oversight 
where to ecologize is, as one 
terseness escapes, bodily frost 
under rubric there tensilar to 
remote void-karmic entity, 
music with paving strewn 
randomly apportioning 
assumed presentations will 
ascend trellises with 
boundless ceramics, baying 
around moon-tracts, erudite 
lasso repaid motion alright 
physis of astral glitter, 



umbrage to scholiast 
merriment dovetailing 
entourages through paradise-
epochal entries, velcro-pauses 
in the cling of freed descants, 
mulled figurines' evidences of
what is another person 
writing thisness' opacity, no 
resist, no havoc details the 
moving-through somewhere 
on a cited embassy, one norm 
to script overshot until 
rendezvous there paradigmatic 
for the holidays, smarmy 
litigation emerges intellect-
free vaguely processed, thinly 
drafted on square tables, 



rondeaux with symmetry 
bulleted from satirical 
emissaries, thought from-tos 
cannot espouse, revelatory 
somersaults no lag-time drift-
causal therefore pemmican 
tulips in seder topiaries, null 
and void the carousing in 
escadrille for native streets, 
some swallow leaves there for 
night-time suavities belonging 
the strife nougat-sonnet, 
bluely corrasable strafe iambs 
are non-salvational parity to 
the essence of escape, alluring 
somewhat renamed on 
bolstered infidels, their 



merging, their messages, their 
occiputs narrating lost oceans, 
the old world inclement for 
rendering, colors in sky new 
language those to ebb-drift-
and-remove, laughable but 
not, i e, the balance-sheet 
understood one cloaked 
revaluation more those to bar-
code a stride through 
emphasizes which partition 
one supremacy aversely 
contrasts with what chosen, 
the vacant mirror the 
neighbor subsumes, here, 
streetwise no dauphin of 
strada, undramatic theatre 



dwells over a bootleg 
renunciation, the eden 
apprising syllabic rot, nut on 
stability's effervescence, stale-
literature, one soberly 
crowded in wily ethereality, 
noun croesus those to bloat 
unerring earrings on 
heretofore an earlobe, clue of 
queue to relata the way of art, 
tags metal on vedette of 
sameness, lsd nor the 
substrata reuters replaces, firm 
grisaille (gray-scale transience 
fested on gravity's precedent), 
zest forming repeat, so 
summary terra-firma, small 



changes begging the holistic 
merge of escarpment fever, to 
the rally more past ur-staple, 
nods guerillas' formless-free 
adaptation revelatory dapple 
wrenched iffy skeletal lure of 
the structure thisness 
evidences, complexified, 
wandering, smiles throated on 
the orphic letterbox, murmurs 
defend somnolence reviewed 
with a breach of etc and rinse, 
leached frames of detouring 
the what-is-never-always, those 
roaring urgent from deafness 
deem slow fizz, malleability, 
exoneration's parity widely 



ensconced for a livid mondial, 
nothingness-free orbit, rsvp 
for meet to seeping returnees, 
descartes out-datum in the 
sapient form imminent but 
not, a scrutiny left-to-right, 
bludgeons detainee on 
sleepwalker's balances, the 
bargain wilderness seen 
outside window, kept 
discourse-inscribed, the 
wilderness there on rogue 
oases, neither onward nor 
spottage for the texture 
offered in selections of 
thinking's streetwise 
enumeration, global yammer, 



inquiry sepia descriptions not 
forthcoming, so serenely 
adaptations somewhere 
absolute, partially reoriented 
frisson-tong-announce, 
detritus from raffle-tachyons 
bang-bang, phasar on 
compulse the traffic 
meandering on therefores 
etiquettal inscriptions, throat 
with push-pull eternities, 
therefore oeuvres would 
pertinence-free merit than of 
relationship to empty crowds 
from stoppage pottage in on 
thematic residuals, one 
scimitar vests the homily, 



candor in streetwise dungaree, 
numbers hard-pressed fringes 
of tallies, redressed 
hierarchies, oomph of 
redemption starts at soda-
forms in canisters or shopping 
carts, many sibilants of cloud-
fared overshot, a sorrowful 
trekkie within asymmetric 
nuances deprived satori the 
already-realitized for might 
overture, detainees, refine a 
mindstyle baffle formica's 
telephone, scrounge 
thensome there rotor in 
pabulum, sitcom sited ounces 
for the emptiness gaffed 



through attenuations of 
mettle washed in groused 
mimicry, waking uptown 
reflexes thirdly be-friended or 
be-friendless, simplicity where 
one lures damage-conduction 
inner light laced thoroughly 
pointillistic for maintenance, 
poised maiden slur, enigma 
poot i e, unknown, admission 
of, were to repo the culinary 
vantage pandemonium, 
selecting satori, evocatively 
permanence will out the 
granary, fardels ridge the 
motion around a court-call, 
noesis, nearly bottled on 



therefore the redux pale tone 
understood, which is where 
nodded nodding in noetic 
salute, mindset rinsed out of 
prescience, mnemonic dances 
through a parallel of sprockets 
creaking the floor-bed of 
raging english-as-second-
language, thickness often 
renaming assurance, tentative 
wilderness, one absent 
tenterhooks, solemn voice 
here over there mean-tone suv 
versatility noted, matrices 
denote invective lacerating 
sirens tied to relinquishing 
pods, bivouac those reopening 



surmised er thought-free 
frugal thimbles deft on arrival, 
plaudit feint the regulation-
opera, mondial serenity 
oblongs where-they-stand 
asking insert-procedures, 
think to reflex of watershed, 
pleats of enough-to-affect 
refloats no boot-disk, 
therefore underived palliative 
in-statements wolfed those to 
blurring rent-share, the 
bluette font-less, says-all, 
torsion the navel 'neath, in 
recourse nor statemental 
derivative least beggar on the 
triathlon, no hemming 



trellises fringed tent-
munificience, there, refusals 
deport, ahead of certain 
amours, delays with oceanic 
remuneration, sleigh bells 
startled from accidence the 
regimen stateless on trill, a 
distortion invades vade 
mecum, persons thought in 
descending dakinis, elves 
munificent for rampant 
celebes kalossi, the strong 
roast, mumble some fixative 
wilts down-time soliloquies, 
thoughs bloodless or mirror-
minded, dapple wands beetle 
in on the stravinsky-doublet, 



monday tuesday wending 
references ouch for embarrass, 
thief in night remotely 
subjugated on fluxion more 
the escort than the escapee, a 
dancing, a lesson in aesthetic 
barometers, in anorexia, 
peroxidial or saxifrage, 
totalitarian stripes on delta 
immersion vanish, proteges 
redline wafted solace, weaving 
so laddered-out until 
manifolds permit then, so for 
mandalas, link freely presence 
offering replicas of moody 
screech-owls, fracas-refusing 
adrenalin, emerges though 



rifts in candled magnets 
prevent scales, one stampede 
for gradients towing essence 
through parapets, stop, go, 
there effete from fermatas 
thin dramaturges' escarpment, 
denouncing nothingness (was 
it knotty pearl?) nothing else 
and if in fact and in fact, 
gestural pedestrianism clouds 
merely its ownership roadway 
porcines contuse raffle 
mavens threefold therefore is 
describable activity café nero 
blanks no-mind weathering 
steppes of the mogul, 
steamrollered unintentionally, 



remedies laughable-fording 
untruth, though having-a-
hold-on-reality, natural 
ensconcing the festivals 
integral, mom and pop 
revelations coin theres out of 
the heres, one unfurling dull 
containers of bearings and ifs, 
lull of peace settling within 
assumed fleece of tachyon-
multitudes a psaltery coheres 
ionic silence, metal 
numerator numinous frugality 
type of scenario elan for the 
mute litterbox, a greening 
where as stepping outside 
foom raffle, a carom roof 



woozy, perilous transept ursatz 
with politic nurture sacral the 
oceanic weaving least history 
out of celsius devious 
exposure, manning a street-
karma (novena of the silences) 
alloted with parroted utterly 
soundlessly, hoop wholly 
cartouche inroad theory soot-
free on shall of the evidence 
presume agony some prior 
intellectual expanse, the 
engagement iffy neon 
pulverizable, let usage pitted 
out trend i e, the reminders, 
clipper with sheds overstated 
will out-prevail, the in-sisters 



(singers from there), was 
untold tariffing the invasion 
permanently, road where 
moon-data is squirreled, 
veneer pretending salmon-
toned vacancy in tatters on 
out of premonitions from 
heaving so lala practice 
comforts the elderly and 
sickly, pax invoices revolving a 
shred of detail, snubbed 
ivanhoe on detail of habit 
concrete tater understanding 
weal of eviscerated, combine 
least most and most least, 
least least and most most, 
budding a-oleo-logical 



briskness in academic 
intervention, seldom a paving 
stone said 'with avenue 
degrade', meandering in 
persistently cloudless blue, 
despite the membership 
velcro, one states a presence 
some wavering ontology, 
therefore exportation of 
shrapnel this event, arranging 
rote mindstyle-loaning, in 
hoot and cadre one etceteras 
the voice without a blink 
heartily shrift ravine to 
scordatura, least the 
governance, then some cramp 
niceties leonine rattan 



forgone in collective, decency 
protends some variously 
esophaguses vigorous to pare 
down on slightly refuse, no 
temporal either or, comedians 
ever the control-fragments, 
eneagrams from ten thirds of 
vectored light, celan 
tinderboxes throwaway, there 
pining throes the vocal often 
sleigh-ride heckelphone 
seldom, peregrine's free 
landscaping service, 
pellegrino, which perforce the 
mainsail reiter of blundering 
no, theory theoretically 
choices filling a cahoots in 



brine of slivers watering 
aspirations from sallow 
gastrophobes, lotions wide 
oyez pit balances oval erasures 
on fiber oboes contraposed 
over null vrooms languishing 
hearing believing wildernesses 
there siblings vouchsafe on 
intrepid tariffs, couch 
narration, vale validity of 
pristine ocarina celebrity, ent 
motion slow gerunds forming 
precise addenda tonic 
vacuums wide eons nourish, 
as guru-vocalizing the 
combination either 
overwritten neti neti, about-



face would early wires from to 
einsam voices, memoranda in 
the particulate foresting 
acumen in trousseaux 
tolerant, samovars imminent 
topos therein parmenides, 
these data-surge spit-balls on 
vacation in rogue 
maintenance-floors, those 
token grievances later 
expulsion faced mires out on 
fake sire tore down escalade 
abounding the crosswise 
daffodil, one with dire motion 
sat to beowulf the 
commencement, onslaughts 
of erasure, on salary from 



universal loveliness, the 
guru wonders sheepishly but 
donates a mercy operated 
from next room, the climbers 
over waterfalls half mile those 
contusing tracked on 
meringue fanzines, the 
repatriation necessary as a 
concourse vetted from 
adjectival miniseries dallying 
in bell-wether, swimmingly 
blued, at municipity for 
grammar on sell-off, class 
rings averaging the repentance 
fractional in epidermis, one 
travail the otherness of which 
is similar therefore one, email 



onto a summer of love, a 
nature planet loaded viewable 
as compensations for spake 
the residues meep, clutter-
phobic, some dependent upto 
at voiced anon therefore 
durable, one satyr clubbed on 
ruler by trespass on oblique 
and similar vagueness, 
searchable, certainty well in 
advance hoops down on 
county fair, each wretched 
naivete where simulacra 
grandioses itselves, one 
seepage seers of the narration 
most ontologic-eternal, as said 
a clink on clicked varmints 



hear landscaped music of 
belling a traffic inert calumny 
resulting no either aol or 
comparison none to broom 
outside those weal for 
parnassus the battery gnat 
driver, a-s-a-p, dual, spelt 
missive, richesse of rivulet 
thrown is loafs about forgone 
consultations, intersections 
where sit-comets, one after 
affecting so leisure plaudit 
smaller, some ascent (gorilla 
sought for) adrenalin 
explication's exeunt, feint 
fielding some mantra re 
ethereal languidity angelic, as 



in if than, some fresh 
adjective-noun rehearsal, 
universally er third overheard 
liaison mandating unseen 
neptune, aorist wielding 
sarcastic materizations of 
lacunae broaching a smoother 
tapas, habit are strong transit, 
veep the consort, goad on 
trespassing neverthelesses, 
wait wandering waning so 
flageolet numerators' euphony 
remands ulterior evasion for 
nonce on the dorito, agon 
reuters, binaural epistrophies 
therefore soloed with silent 
clarity, reckoning something 



walks over there, assurances 
are humane offers to breach 
no sforzando, novel reference 
for holidays in sprocketed 
camber for seeing through is 
doon balloon somersault then 
through, aversion-empty 
emcee lalaland on before 
thetis-combinations reinvent 
artisan foci, breakthrough 
though nodding satyrs eke no 
valence, puddle garaging some 
jagged music's aversely 
packages on a pond-house 
unitary othered on simulacra, 
a duenna of non-attendance 
fundamental respite respects 



to enigmatize relatedness with 
environment, blackly the 
apposition bluely the thinking 
dormant, celebes kalossi the 
veil warn by ventner place 
monoaural returnee, seer of 
lest-the-arhat cumbers about 
sunny days volitionally placate 
themself against willingly terse 
nirguna separatives, there club 
of colossal doon-fascicule 
nodded for mattering, goad to 
empathy revering claque orbit 
oleander by dint dub of 
proclivity, amass, reorganizers, 
cones on eyelashes taken back 
into a drama overlain 



vesseling a moot veracious 
promenade, same the ticket 
simple one slowly one 
frequently, onvoid the opaque 
parameter slivers to appear 
how-do, on fractally unglued 
mire of land-stripes, glues on 
the floor wide of stake in 
pilot, motion than sword 
scarfing theoretically adduces 
a beowulfian surplus, charges 
review plus monday, coercive 
house hour-splay nattering 
will go tatter, twixt portraits 
walls cede, therein asking 
more stateless landscape 
formed without space, 



meandering within a 
surveying crowd nighttime 
with serum geomancers 
charting a dovetail joint, 
zeppo on the feed-plane, 
ceasing a myriad utterly 
blown-through, so ivory 
simplicity never else those 
schlep a dormant cetaphon, 
meow tapas ursatz, leaning 
dander offering oedipus a 
cleft witness, beaded iotas 
memed or migrating within a 
surmounted valence primacy-
free outer willow, hand 
kestrels oval resurrect either 
or neither nor either nor 



neither or, washing the eons 
from mattering, soprano on a 
soapbox, washing the podium 
suffice, mellotronics the severs 
from those, when as promised 
no heap of broken fractions, 
seldom the hackney footfall, i 
e, would er toughness via 
negativity some placid scene, 
lake-front square-feet walk-
thru, isvara warming 
cheesecake, batter on first, 
captive on home-schlepping a 
framboise solution of essence 
of quail, no blame justifies 
lassitude's emanation, par exo-
skeletal leapfrog, mid-mud 



crib-crawler addressees of el 
dorito's skimmer blur, einsam, 
the rupee, tearing at corner-
eyed by nettle-sanded 
machinations, left-hand left-
wing noun nuancing slowly a 
drachma silence, embassies 
derive sestinas of gritted teeth, 
sore lava-rocks in on precipice 
all same, the vision the, 
gypsum dint of parlor-
fecklessness, cue-card early 
night shot-put contest 
nowhere than serenely 
endures mid-reality, serial 
thresholds neuron-prone 
celebrate reification of 



brooms and glimmerati, 
especially no opaque pounce, 
no prior eranos wishful 
tinkers, those from addition, 
clemency, how to leverage one 
evolution, tiles of floodlit 
parquet balances-in-
termination of the cerise wall, 
differance teeters each nirvana 
one step less the manifold 
grammatized, pote portional 
the rim patience welcoming 
alright, forces of 
commonsense thousands 
before then after, i e, with 
sovereignty, each a spatial 
arrangement moot slightly 



precedent aporia slivered of 
out in clashes the mentoring 
sallying forthrightly 
apprenticeships inventing a 
siphon wherever 
happenstance or hazard non-
accrual, the leveraged levee, 
nor pale of hundreds, neon as 
neo-rama, illbience who 
probes, theories defoliate 
marring asanas therefore 
primacies of thin language, an 
identification lopped into 
carts eons the parallel with 
perfection's thought, vonage 
mirrors in fell down staircase, 
trait of dog-stet mindful back-



story ruffles on, there now, 
eh, brooming asunder no 
happens to all echoes, on tall 
on toll on reign of trot and 
hammer, landed a lariat, 
nounal crocuses' countess, 
therefore arros con panna 
surreal suvs on the lawn-
trucked out on assumptions 
not nodded with via positiva, 
leaching on the beach, 
agricultural seizures test 
downtown, solar thinking 
somewhere burning 
forerunners tosca einsam, 
oregonian cling-structures 
thinking so is of erewhon the 



novelty, mobility washes out 
in the gallantry etchers name 
for velour velcro, a vulcanizer 
with assonance hidden in 
cleats on the hotel shoes, a 
manor boated-thoughts, 
boasted-lecterns, no display 
chord start-up, ech, the 
volcano of offense beadless 
orchestral improv, with which 
the reflections on warming 
treadle, epos narrated around 
rasa blunt, clair de lunar 
eclipse english ahead oftens 
arounds an asura to elevate 
were the capuchin emirate 
navigating more the merrier, 



than between and within and 
widely arnault erie candler 
changes symphony epos to the 
claque of boisterous onrush, 
fuel of therefore, tore theory 
into a blaring anorexia, thinks 
to not normalcy's evasion 
non-material, invasive 
therefore once in prone 
oppression where terry-
chortling-cloth, while dances 
on quays, thoroughly the 
spangles weirdly premonitory 
of while-the-door-awash-in-
whichever those rapporting 
some clavinet represented 
nouns, if and only if, and if 



and only if, where for a 
document, societal and 
brusque, the reeling in, 
waiting sharpens opuses 
rhizomatic lassitude while the 
dante miracle viewfinder, 
dakini boggler waif indexicals 
combine not fief on aerial of 
varmint, selector ripieno, 
opening heartening discrete 
mumbles wands onvoid, eon 
of the aeon, now thesauri 
attic-assign, ton-ton-ton tone, 
pod-pod-pod whirling error 
through arrival each otherness 
avails of wham-potions, 
lensing somewhere feeding 



least the ornament of weird 
stent accuracy, annual area, 
neti neti, the decorations of 
warming heirlooms toccatas 
now addressing settlement 
carpets, slash and salsa, 
theoretical, unreal = irreal, is 
parrot talking iterative elan 
streaks of the learning prod, 
mire of connotation, elastic 
erasures on real irreals, the 
issue ur illusory pores over the 
documents, machines and 
eyelids, conclusions derives 
nothing sorrowful, the oval 
metier elegant notochords 
everywhere, youd not the 



passive, densely itselves on the 
repetition, bureaus on lawn-
tinsel, to-go floors pounding 
exactitude for dotted already 
having imitations enough, a 
rot or reorganize, row 
ornaments delicately running 
rare, if and if only, thinks 
today, and only if and if, for 
each waits ties on clerical 
words, if only and if, some do 
non, only if if and and, idem 
poot flan, and only if and if, 
puffs set fo', sift if and only 
and, heed totally enables, sift 
and hands only if if, tidal rose 
the roaring bering straits, and 



hands sift only, then retainer 
walls short nights rupees 
dowsed, if sands sift hands if 
only, a the-swift-fox-weeps-to-
happens-on-which-
nevertheless, if sitting and 
sitting only, triple 
consciousnesses, the coercions 
monaural outlay, or was 
notification less torte on 
story-line, for, thensome 
added unfurl then infurl, 
properly tangential erewhon 
the chorale name not form, 
form not hammer, whinnying 
as vacancy's regulation, so 
frisson therein slurring 



phasars, multiplexy for 
anodyme, plasmatic elvis, 
thereforeoretical, the bounce 
office offers offend offensive 
the tatters on which also-
ruddy preludes ivory to 
celestine, opera on novel, 
either more that tide cowry, 
bitumen wit downy troupe, 
taupe, non-selective, arrogates 
doers in on the blur, content 
if value flows, follows the 
roquefort dealership, enough 
alrightness, therein aprille 
wanders the troubadours on 
holistic regimens, free, free of 
charge, free of charges, no 



charges, charges of illusion 
dropped, illusion dropped, 
dropped illusory behavior, the 
proof's the panegyric, is 


